Biological systems transduce signals from their surroundings through a myriad of pathways. In this paper, we describe signal transduction as a communication system: the signal transduction receptor acts as the receiver in this system, and can be modeled as a finite-state Markov chain with transition rates governed by the input signal. Using this general model, we give the mutual information under independent, identically distributed (IID) inputs in discrete time, and obtain the mutual information in the continuous-time limit. We show that the mutual information has a concise closed-form expression with clear physical significance. We also give a sufficient condition under which the Shannon capacity is achieved with IID inputs. We illustrate our results with three examples: 1) the light-gated Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) receptor; 2) the ligand-gated nicotinic acetylcholine receptor; and 3) the ligand-gated calmodulin receptor. In particular, we show that the IID capacity of the ChR2 receptor is equal to its Shannon capacity. We finally discuss how the results change if only certain properties of each state can be observed, such as whether an ion channel is open or closed.
a discrete set of states [1] . Models of these processes are of great interest to mathematical and theoretical biologists [2] .
The "transduction" of the signal occurs through the physical effect of the input signal on the transition rates among the various states describing the receptor. An early mathematical model of this type was the voltage-sensitive transitions among several open and closed ion channel states in Hodgkin and Huxley's model for the conduction of sodium and potassium ions through the membranes of electrically excitable cells [3] . Presently, many such models are known for signal transduction systems, such as: the detection of calcium concentration signals by the calmodulin protein [4] , binding of the acetylcholine (ACh) neurotransmitter to its receptor protein [5] , and modulation of the channel opening transition by light intensity in the channelrhodopsin (ChR) protein [6] . In each of these examples the channel may be modeled as a weighted, directed graph, in which the vertices represent the discrete channel states, and the weighted edges represent per capita transition rates, some of which can be modulated by the input signals.
Mutual information, and Shannon capacity, arise in a variety of biological contexts. For example, mutual information may predict the differential growth rates of organisms learning about their environment [7] , based on the Kelly criterion [8] . For biological communication systems, achieving a distortion criterion (expressed as mutual information) need not require complicated signal processing techniques; see [9, Example 2] . Moreover, the free energy cost of molecular communication (such as in signal transduction) has a mathematical form similar to mutual information [10] , leading to thermodynamic bounds on capacity per unit energy cost (see [11] ).
Stochastic modeling of signal transduction as a communication channel has considered the chemical reactions in terms of Markov chains [12] and in terms of the "noise" inherent in the binding process [13] . For simplified twostate Markov models, Shannon capacity of signal transduction has been calculated for slowly changing inputs [14] and for populations of communicating bacteria [15] . Our own previous work has investigated the capacity of signal transduction: in [16] , we obtained the Shannon capacity of two-state Markov signal transduction under arbitrary inputs, and showed that the capacity for multiple independent receptors has the same form [17] . Related channel models have been studied in the information-theoretic literature, such as the unit output memory channel [18] , the "previous output is the state" 2332-7804 c 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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(POST) channel [19] , [20] ; capacity results for some channels in these classes were recently given in [21] . The present paper focuses on the mutual information and capacity of finite-state signal transduction channels. Generalizing previous results, we provide discrete-time, finitestate channel models for a wide class of signal transduction receptors, giving Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), Acetylcholine (ACh), and Calmodulin (CaM) as specific examples. We also provide an explicit formula for the mutual information of this class of models under independent, identically distributed (IID) inputs (Theorem 1). Subsequently, we consider the continuous time limit as the interval between the discrete-time instants goes to zero, and find a simple closed-form expression for the mutual information (Theorem 2), with a natural physical interpretation. We further give conditions under which our formula gives the Shannon capacity of the channel, namely that there is exactly one transition in the Markov chain that is sensitive to the channel input (Theorem 3), and we use this result to (numerically) find the Shannon capacity of ChR.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we give a generalized model for discrete-time, finite-state signal transduction systems; in Section III, we discuss signal transduction as a communication system, deriving expressions for the mutual information and giving our main results; and in Section IV, we discuss the biological significance of the results, as well as the limitations of our analysis.
II. MODEL

A. Physical Model
Signal transduction encompasses a wide variety of physical processes. For example, in a ligand-gated system, signals are transmitted using concentrations of signaling molecules, known as ligands, which bind to receptor proteins. As another example, in a light-gated system, signals are transmitted using light, where the receptor absorbs photons. Other possibilities exist, such as voltage-gated ion channels. The receptor, often located on the surface of the cell, forms the receiver in the signal transduction system, and conveys (or transduces) the signal across the cell membrane; the receptor is the focus of our analysis.
Signal transduction receptors share a mathematical model: they can be viewed as finite-state, intensity-modulated Markov chains, in which the transition rates between certain pairs of states are sensitive to the input (though other transitions may be independent of the input). Our main examples in this paper focus on ligand-and light-gated receptors. For example, in a ligand-gated system, the binding of the ligand results in a change in the receptor, which then produces second messengers (normally a different species than the ligand) to convey the message to the cell interior. In a light-gated system, the incident photon causes a similar change in the receptor, which may open to allow an ion current to pass to the interior of the cell. In either case, there may be a relaxation process which returns the receptor to the "ready" state, and this process may be independent of the signal; or other processes that are either sensitive to or independent of the signal, depending on the purpose of the receptor.
In the next two sections, we describe the Markov chain model for receptors, both in continuous and in discrete time. Although we focus on ligand-and light-gated receptors, we emphasize that our framework is general enough to include other kinds of receptors.
B. Continuous Time: Master Equation Kinetics
Receptors are finite-state Markov chains. For a receptor with k discrete states, there exists a k-dimensional vector of state occupancy probabilities p(t), given by
where p i (t) represents the probability of a given receptor occupying state i at time t. The environmental conditions at the receptor, such as light level or ligand concentration, are known as the input x(t).
The chemical kinetics of the receptor are captured by a differential equation known as the master equation [22] . Let Q = [q ij (x )] represent a k × k matrix of per capita transition rates, where q ij (x ) represents the instantaneous rate at which receptors starting in state i enter state j. It is helpful to visualize the matrix Q using a graph:
• There are k vertices, representing the states; and • A directed edge is drawn from vertex i to j if and only if q ij (x ) > 0 for some x. Changing from one state to another is called a transition, so the graph corresponding to Q depicts the possible transitions. A transition i → j may be sensitive, i.e., q ij varies as a function of the input x(t), or insensitive, q ij is constant with respect to x(t).
Using Q, the master equation is given by
We use the notation from [ we discuss this further in Section IV.) • We assume that rates which are sensitive to the input are directly proportional to the input x(t). For example, q 12 x (t) is the transition rate from 1 → 2, which is sensitive, while q 31 is the transition rate from 3 → 1, which is insensitive. • The ith diagonal element of Q is written R i , and is set so that the ith row sums to zero (so, if x(t) appears in the ith row, R i may depend on x(t)). Taking sensitive rates to be proportional to the signal x(t) is a key modeling assumption; it is satisfied for the examples we consider, but there exist systems in which the signal acts nonlinearly on the rate.
The following three examples illustrate the use of our notation, and give practical examples of receptors along with their transition graphs and rate constants. The channel-closed (C) states, C 1 and C 3 , are distinct in that the receptor is light-sensitive in state C 1 , and insensitive in state C 3 [6] . The rate matrix for ChR2 is
where x (t) ∈ [0, 1] is the relative intensity. To keep the row sums equal to zero, we set R 1 = −q 12 x (t), R 2 = −q 23 , and R 3 = −q 31 . Fig. 1 shows state labels and allowed state transitions. Parameter values from the literature are given in Table I . Example 2 (Acetylcholine): The Acetylcholine (ACh) receptor is a ligand-gated ion channel. Following [5] , we model the receptor as a conditional Markov process on five Table II , correspond to the vertices associated with each directed edge: for example, the rate from state O 2 to state C 3 is q 23 . states, with rate matrix
There are three sensitive transitions: q 12 x (t), q 43 x (t), and q 54 x (t), which are proportional to ligand concentration x(t). For the purposes of our analysis, we use a range of x (t) ∈ [10 −7 , 10 −5 ]. Fig. 2 shows the allowed state transitions.
The states in ACh correspond to the binding of a ligand to one of two binding sites on the receptor. In state C 5 , neither site is occupied; in states C 4 and O 1 , one site is occupied; and in states C 3 and O 2 , both sites are occupied. Table II gives parameter values; the concentration of ACh,
The same state-naming convention is used in the figure as with ChR2: states with an open ion channel are O 1 and O 2 ; states with a closed ion channel are C 3 , C 4 , and C 5 .
Example 3 (Calmodulin): The Calmodulin (CaM) receptor is a ligand-gated receptor. The CaM receptor consists of four binding sites, two on the C-terminus of the CaM protein and two on the N-terminus [24] [25] [26] . Each end of the protein can bind 0, 1, or 2 calcium ions, leading to nine possible states. For CaM, rather than an ion channel, it is important whether the Table III , correspond to the vertices associated with each directed edge. Figure 3 . The rate matrix is given in (5) as shown at bottom of this page, with values given in Table III , and where the molar concentration of calcium is
For each of the preceding examples, the rate constants depend on environmental conditions, and thus can be reported differently in different sources (see [27] for different rate constants for ChR2).
C. From the Master Equation to Discrete-Time Markov Chains
The continuous-time master equation for the receptor dynamics (2) describes the evolution of a conditional probabil-
is the continuous time, discrete state càdlàg process giving the channel state, F X (t) is the filtration generated by the input process X(t), and E[· | ·] is conditional expectation [28] . Establishing the appropriate ensemble of input processes and analyzing mutual information and capacity involve technical issues that do not shed light on the nature of biological signal transduction. Therefore we do not undertake a rigorous analysis of the continuous-time communications channels described by (2) in this paper. Rather, we introduce a discrete-time, discrete-state channel, motivated by the continuous-time channel, which can be rigorously analyzed, and study its properties both with a fixed timestep Δt, and later in the limit Δt → 0. The discrete-time Markov chain model allows us to rely on capacity results for discrete-time Markov channels.
We obtain a discrete-time approximation to the master equation by writing
where we simplify the notation by writing Q(x(t)) as simply Q. Manipulating the middle and right expression in (6) gives
where I is the identity matrix. In order to arrive at a discretetime model, we introduce the approximation {p i } i∈N + satisfying
and arrive at a discrete-time approximation to (6),
Thus, we have a discrete-time Markov chain with transition probability matrix
The matrix P satisfies the conditions of a Markov chain transition probability matrix (nonnegative, row-stochastic) as long as Δt is small enough. However, note that P (and Q) are dependent on x(t), so the Markov chain is not generally time-homogeneous if x(t) is known (see (24)).
III. SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION AS A COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
In this section we give our main results, in which we describe and analyze signal transduction as a communication system. A brief roadmap to our results is given as follows: we first define the communication system in terms of input, output, and channel; we give the mutual information of the general discrete-time model under IID inputs (Theorem 1 and equation (35)); we take the continuous-time limit of the mutual information rate, showing that the expression for mutual information has a simple factorization (Theorem 2 and equation (71)); we give a physical interpretation of the factorization in (71); we give general conditions under which the Shannon capacity is satisfied by IID inputs (Theorem 3); and finally, we give an example calculation using ChR2 (Example 4).
A. Communication Model of Receptors
We now discuss how the receptors can be described as information-theoretic communication systems: that is, in terms of input, output, and conditional input-output PMF.
Input: As discussed in Section II, the receptor is sensitive to given properties of the environment; previous examples included light intensity or ligand concentration. The receptor input x(t) is the value of this property at the surface of the receptor. The input is discretized in time: for integers i, the input is x(iΔt); we will write x i = x (i Δt). We will also discretize the amplitude, so that for every t,
. , x k } =: X . We will assume that the x i are distinct and increasing; further, we assign the lowest and highest values special symbols:
In Section II, we gave the concentrations or intensities over a range of values (such as x (t) ∈ [0, 1] for ChR2). Thus, we select x L and x H as the minimum and maximum values of this range, respectively. Output: In this paper, the output y(t) of the communication system is the receptor state number, given by the subscript of the state label: for example, if the state is C 3 , then y(t) = 3. This is discretized to y i = y(i Δt). The discrete channel inputs and outputs form vectors: in terms of notation, we write x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] and y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ].
Conditional Input-Output PMF: From (6)- (12) , y forms a Markov chain given x, so
where p(y i | x i , y i−1 ) is given by the appropriate entry in the matrix P, and where y 0 is null. 1 The following diagram (16) indicates the conditional dependencies:
(16) As an example, consider ACh: suppose y i−1 = 1, y i = 2, and x i = x H . Then from (12) and Table II 
For a discrete-time Markov chain, the receptor states form a graph with vertex set Y and directed edges E ⊂ Y ×Y, with pair
for at least some input value there is a direct transition from y i−1 to y i . Notice that, under this definition, self-transitions are included in E, even though (for convenience) they are not depicted in the state-transition diagrams.
We say the transition from state y i−1 to y i is insensitive to the input, or just insensitive, if, for all x i ∈ X , we have
Otherwise, the transition is sensitive. We let S ⊆ E denote the subset of sensitive edges. (If state y i−1 ∈ Y is the origin for a sensitive transition, i.e., there is at least one (y i−1 , y i = y i−1 ) ∈ S, then the self-transition (y i−1 , y i = y i−1 ) is normally sensitive as well, but this condition is not required for our analysis.)
For a channel with inputs x and outputs y (both of length n) the mutual information I (X; Y) gives the maximum information rate that may be transmitted reliably over the channel for a given input distribution. Mutual information is given by
where p(y | x) is the conditional probability mass function (PMF) of Y.
As n → ∞, generally I(X; Y) → ∞ as well; in this case, it is more useful to calculate the mutual information rate, which we introduce in the next section.
B. Receptor IID Capacity
Our focus in the remainder of this paper is on IID input distributions. Although IID inputs may not be realistic for chemical diffusion channels, such as for ligand-gated receptors (as concentration may persist for long periods of time), they can be capacity-achieving in these channels (see [16] ); moreover, IID input distributions may be physically realistic for light-gated channels.
Starting with (17) , where x and y are both of fixed and finite length n, the Shannon capacity C(n) is found by maximizing I(X; Y) with respect to the input distribution p(x), i.e.,
where the limit is taken over all possible length-n input distributions p(x) (not necessarily IID). If the input p(x) is restricted to the set of IID input distributions, which is well defined for each n (i.e., p(x) = n i=1 p(x i )), then I(X; Y) is also well defined for each n (see (17) ). Furthermore, for each n we have the IID capacity, written C iid (n):
where the maximum is taken over all possible settings of p(x i ).
We can use (17) and (19) to obtain information rates per channel use. For a given IID input distribution p(x), the IID mutual information rate is given by
Furthermore, the maximum IID information rate is given by
We derive these quantities in the remainder of the section, in which it will be clear that the limits in (20), (21) exist. We start by deriving I(X; Y) under IID inputs, and showing how it is calculated using quantities introduced in Section II. Finally, in Theorem 1, we give an expression for I(X ; Y ), and show that I(X ; Y ) = C iid . Recall p(y | x) from (15) . Under IID inputs, it can be shown (see [16] , [18] ) that the receptor states Y n form a time-homogeneous Markov chain, that is,
where y 0 is again null, and where
Furthermore, letP represent the transition probability matrix of Y n . Recall (12) , in which P was dependent on x; using (23), we can writeP
and since the sensitive terms in P and Q are assumed to be linear in x(t), we replace x(t) in these terms with E[x] to form P andQ := E [Q], respectively. Using (15) and (22), (17) reduces to
Recall that a transition may be sensitive ((y i−1 , y i ) ∈ S) or insensitive ((y i−1 , y i ) ∈ S). For terms in (25) , consider the insensitive transitions:
where (26) follows since the transition is insensitive, and is not a function of x i ; see (23) . Thus for IID inputs, the mutual information (25) is calculated using the sensitive transitions only, i.e., those transitions in S. With this in mind, we can rewrite (25) as
where we let
i.e., the same terms as the sum in (30), for the sake of brevity. Also note that (30) follows from (29) because the input X is IID. Now consider the individual PMFs in (30), starting with p(y i |x i , y i−1 ). All transitions in S are dependent on the input x i , and throughout this paper we assume that the sensitive transition rates depend linearly on the input signal intensity. Thus (recall (12)) for non-self-transitions (y i−1 , y i ) ∈ S (i.e.,
For self-transitions in S (i.e., y i−1 ≡ y i = y) we have
as seen in the diagonal entries of (12) . Similarly, the terms p(y i | y i−1 ) can be obtained using (23), (24); we replace x i in (31), (32) withx . The terms p(y i−1 ) represent the steady-state marginal probability that the receptor is in state y; for compact notation, let π y i−1 = p(y i−1 ). If the input x is IID, as we assume throughout this paper, then π y i−1 exists if the Markov chain is irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent; these conditions hold for all the examples we consider (recall (22)-(24)). 2 Define the partial entropy function φ(p) = 0, p = 0 p log p, p = 0 (33) and let
represent the binary entropy function. Then we have the following result.
Theorem 1: For an IID input distribution p(x i ), the mutual information rate I(X ; Y ) is given by
Proof: Divide the terms in (30) into the i = 1 term, and all the remaining terms. Let T 1 (p(x i )) represent the i = 1 term, emphasizing its dependence on the IID input distribution p(x i ), so that
where (37) follows since y 0 is null. Let T 2 (p(x i ), n) represent the remaining terms, again dependent on p(x i ) but also on n, so that
recalling the definition of A i from the discussion after (30). Using (20) ,
and (35) follows after some manipulation.
To show that C iid = max p X (x ) I(X ; Y ), recall the definitions of C iid (n) and C iid in (19) and (21), respectively. Referring to p(x i ) as p for brevity,
Let p 1 represent the IID input distribution maximizing the term T 1 (p), and let p 2 represent the IID input distribution maximizing the term T 2 (p, n). From (39), p 2 is independent of n. Furthermore,
Taking the limit throughout (43) as n → ∞, the T 1 terms vanish as they are constant with respect to n. Comparing (39) and (41), p 2 also maximizes I(X ; Y ). The result follows.
C. Limit of I(X ;Y )/Δt as Δt → 0
In this section we consider the continuous time limit of I(X ; Y )/Δt as Δt → 0, and give our second main result (Theorem 2): that in the continuous time limit, the mutual information rate is expressed simply as a product of the average flux through sensitive edges, and the relative entropy between the prior distribution on x, and the posterior given a transition. While we do not claim to derive the mutual information rate of the continuous time channel, the continuous time limit of the discrete-time mutual information rate is a quantity of interest in its own right.
First, we show that the steady-state distribution π y is independent of Δt.
Lemma 1: Suppose π y is the normalized left eigenvector ofQ with eigenvalue 0 (see (24) ). Define the set T so that Δt ∈ T if P from (12) is a valid transition probability matrix for all x ∈ X . Then π y is the normalized left eigenvector of P with eigenvalue 1, for all Δt ∈ T .
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix. Note that T contains all "sufficiently small" Δt. It follows from the lemma that the steady state distribution π y is the same for both continuous and discrete time.
Note that the mutual information rate I(X ; Y ) in (35) has units of nats per channel use, and that channel uses have duration Δt. Moreover, the transition probabilities p(y i | x i , y i−1 ) in (31), (32) are linear functions of Δt. Substituting the discrete-time transition probabilities (12) into (35), the nonself-transition probabilities go to zero while the self-transition probabilities go to 1, so I(X ; Y ) → 0 as Δt → 0. This should not be surprising: intuitively, as the time step shrinks, less information can be expressed per time step. However, dividing by Δt (and obtaining I(X ; Y )/Δt), the information rate per second is finite. It is then useful to consider how this rate behaves as Δt → 0.
Let S ⊂ S represent the set of sensitive transitions excluding self transitions, i.e.,
Also let S\S represent the components of S excluding S (i.e., only the sensitive self transitions). For any edge (y y ) define the limiting value of that edge's contribution to the mutual information rate, as Δt → 0, as ι y, y = lim
The limit calculation depends on whether y = y . In case y = y , we have p(y | x , y) = q yy x Δt (see (31)) and
On the other hand, in the case when y = y ,
as Δt → 0 + . Therefore, these terms do not contribute to the mutual information.
Using these results, we can rewrite (35) as
Using (31), (32), we consider the two additive terms in (49) separately. For the first term (summing over S ), we use l'Hôpital's rule: in the denominator we have (trivially)
and from the numerator, we have
For the second term (summing over S\S ), a similar derivation shows that the limit is zero. Simplifying further, we have
The steady-state flux J y i−1 y i through an edge (y i−1 , y i ) in the state transition graph is defined as
Similarly, the net steady-state flux through the sensitive (nonself) edges in the graph is
Expressing (57) in terms of J S , we have
We define
Since ν(x i ) is positive for all x i , and since
it follows that ν(x i ) forms a probability distribution, in general different from p(x i ). We discuss the physical interpretation of J S and ν(x i ) in the next section.
Using ν(x i ), we can rewrite (62) as
where D(· ·) represents the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The preceding derivation, including Lemma 1, allows us to state the following result.
Theorem 2: For finite-state Markov signal transduction systems described by (12) , with IID inputs,
with J S defined in (60) and ν defined in (63).
D. Physical Interpretation
The factorization in (57) gives us a useful physical interpretation of the mutual information in this system.
First consider J S . Physically, if one watched only for transitions along edge (y i−1 , y i ) (with the rest of the graph assumed to be at steady state), J y i−1 y i gives the average rate at which those transitions would be observed; that is, J y i−1 y i is the mean flux through the transition y i−1 → y i . Thus, J S is the average rate through all the sensitive edges, i.e., the net flux. Now consider D(ν p), and note that the distribution ν(x i ) is a posterior distribution of x i . To see this, consider a random variable y ∈ {0, 1}, with conditional distribution
where κ is a positive constant (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 x i to make a valid probability), and p Y |X (0|x i ) = 1−p Y |X (1|x i ). The marginal distribution p Y (1) is then given by
With this definition, ν(x i ) is the posterior distribution of x given y = 1:
Physically, consider the example of a ligand-gated channel where x i is the concentration of ligands near the receptor at input i. With i ∈ {L, H} (i.e., inputs x L and x H ), suppose we select one molecule at random from those near the receptor, and set y = 1 if the molecule is a ligand; y = 0 otherwise. 
where n is the number concentration of all molecules, ligands and otherwise, near the receptor, and κ = 1/n. In general, physical systems where the probability of response p(y | x) is directly proportional to the input x fit into this framework, emphasizing the importance of this modeling assumption made in Section II.
E. Shannon Capacity of Receptors With a Single Sensitive Non-Self Transition
We now give our third main result, showing that the Shannon capacity C is equal to the IID capacity C iid for a number of sensitive transitions |S | ≤ 1, and furthermore that the capacity-achieving distribution has a simple form. As a consequence, this leads directly to the Shannon capacity of ChR2; we give this capacity in the example below. The result is a generalization of related results in [16] .
Recall S ⊂ S represent the set of transitions, excluding self-transitions.
Theorem 3: For any receptor with |S | ≤ 1, 1) C iid is achieved with all probability mass on x L and x H ; and 2) C = C iid . Proof: The case of |S | = 0 is trivial: the state is never sensitive to the input, so I(X ; Y ) = 0 for all input distributions. Now consider |S | = 1. We sketch the proof: results in [16] were presented for a two-state receptor where only one transition was sensitive; many of the results have the same form. The first part of the theorem follows from [16, Th. 1], noting from (35) that any system with |S | = 1 has the same form, apart from the marginal distribution π y i−1 , which is held constant in the proof of [16, Th. 1] . The second part of the theorem follows from [16, Th. 2] , noting that C is only a function of the input distribution in the sensitive state.
F. Example
We now give an example calculation of the mutual information and IID capacity, by which we obtain the channel capacity of channelrhodopsin.
Example 4 (ChR2): Referring to the rate matrix for ChR2 (3), there are exactly two sensitive transitions: first, the transition from C 1 to O 2 , represented by q 12 x (t); and second, the self-transition from C 1 to C 1 , represented by Recalling the transformation of rates into probabilities (12) , and substituting into (35), we have
where the first term represents the transition (C 1 , O 2 ), and the second term represents the self-transition (C 1 , C 1 ), both of which are sensitive. Continuing the derivation,
= q 23 q 31 q 23 q 31 +x q 12 q 31 +x q 12 q 23 (81)
wherex is the average input. Finally, consider I(X ; Y )/Δt as Δt → 0, as in (53). The steady-state occupancy probability of C 1 , π C 1 , is independent of Δt. Thus, from Theorem 2, we have
= q 12 q 23 q 31 q 23 q 31 +x q 12 q 31 +x q 12 q 23
In Figure 4 , we illustrate the effect of step size on the mutual information calculation, using (81) for the solid lines (for various values of Δt > 0) and (86) for the dotted line (as Δt → 0). From this figure, the IID capacity and the capacity-achieving value of p L may be found by taking the maximum over the curve of interest. This value clearly changes for different values of Δt; however, the IID capacity is around C iid ≈ 65 bits/s, and the capacity-achieving p L is around p L ≈ 0.99. For any finite value of Δt, it is interesting to note that the discretetime approximation over-estimates the mutual information as Δt → 0.
From Example 4, ChR2 has |S | = 1. Thus, ChR2 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, and has C = C iid , where C iid is given in (86). Performing the maximization numerically, on the Δt → 0 line, the maximum value of I(X ; Y ) is found near p L = 0.99 where I(X; Y) = 66 bits/s, which gives the channel capacity C (sensu Shannon) of channelrhodopsin. A similar calculation can be performed for ACh and CaM. However, the resulting expressions are not as compact as (86), so we exclude them from the paper. Mutual information plots for ACh and CaM (from which C iid may also be obtained numerically) are given in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. However, ACh and CaM both have |S | > 1 (see Figures 2 and 3) , and do not satisfy the condition in Theorem 3. It remains an open question as to whether C = C iid for these receptors. The proof of [16, Th. 2] (and of Theorem 3) relies on the feedback capacity being achieved by the IID input distribution. However, if there is more than one sensitive transition, the receiver can use the feedback to distinguish between these transitions, and can select an optimal input distribution for each. Thus, the feedbackcapacity-achieving input distribution depends on the feedback, and is not necessarily IID. If C = C iid , a different proof technique is required, and we do not address this case.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented a general framework for signal transduction systems, in which the states of a receptor form a directed graph, some subset of the edges of which represent transitions with intensities modulated by an external signal. This signal provides the channel input, and the state of the receptor -a trajectory on the graph -represents the channel output. We illustrate the signal transduction model, the calculation of mutual information and the IID capacity for several examples: light intensity transduction by channel rhodopsin, acetylcholine concentration transduction by the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, and transduction of intracellular calcium ion concentration by the calmodulin protein.
Several caveats are in order, which qualify our results and motivate our future work.
In many signal transduction systems, only a subset of the receptor states engender an observable output signal. For example, the channelrhodopsin receptor states C 1 , O 2 , C 3 (see Fig. 1 ) are not directly observed by the cell in the membrane of which the receptor is embedded; rather it is the net current (zero for states C 1 , C 3 and finite for state O 2 ) that impacts the rest of the cell. Similarly, for the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (see Fig. 2 ) the state of the receptor as observed by the cell is either "open" (states O 1 , O 2 ) or "closed" (states C 3 , C 4 , C 5 ). For the calmodulin receptor, there are understood to be four functionally distinct states: both occupied Ca 2+ binding sites on the N-terminus end of the protein, both occupied Ca 2+ binding sites on the C-terminus end of the protein, all four Ca 2+ binding sites occupied, or fewer than two on each end (see Fig. 3 ; dashed lines indicate physiologically equivalent states). The diagram (87) shows the general structure of such a channel, with output Z(t) a function of the channel state Z = f (Y(t)) (compare with the diagram in (16)):
By virtue of the information processing inequality, the mutual information rate between X and Z cannot exceed that between X and Y. Preliminary results suggest that the size of the difference -the information gap -depends strongly on the network architecture, and the positioning of sensitive edges relative to observable transitions (data not shown). Detailed consideration of mutual information for Markovian signal transduction channels with such partially observed outputs will be undertaken elsewhere.
We have assumed that the directed edges comprising the receptor's state transition graph fall into two classes, either insensitive (fixed transition rates) or sensitive (transition rates proportional to the input signal intensity). A more realistic assumption would allow for a dark current (finite transition rate at zero signal intensity), a nonlinear, monotonically increasing transition rate as a function of increasing intensity, or a signaling threshold or minimum intensity value. Under the IID input scenario it is optimal to limit the input values to those inducing the maximal and minimal transition rates, in which case several more realistic scenarios could in principle be reduced to the scenario we consider here. For example, a dark current could be captured by adding an additional insensitive channel parallel to a sensitive channel.
We have considered a general class of signal transduction models that are naturally framed as continuous time channels. Our basic signal transduction channel model process is conditionally Markovian, given the (time varying) input signal. The simplest model in this class would correspond to Kabanov's Poisson channel [29] , consisting of a single transition with rate modulated by the input. In order to simplify the analysis of such models it is convenient to translate them into analogous discrete-time models. The general structure of such as model is a finite state, discrete-time channel in which the probability transition matrix is modulated by the (discrete time) input sequence. Our previously-discussed results [16] introduced a minimal such model, the BIND channel, consisting of a single receptor molecule with two states (bound, B, and unbound, U) with one transition rate (U → B) sensitive to the input (ligand molecule concentration) and the other transition rate (B → U) insensitive. In general, the structure of a conditionally Markovian signal-transduction channel under time discretization corresponds to the Unit Output Memory (UOM) channel class analyzed by Chen and Berger,che05. As mentioned previously, in [19] and [20] Asnani, Permuter and Weissman present several examples of UOM channels that they call POST (prior output is the state) channels, which are also special cases of the channels analyzed by Chen and Berger. (The BIND channel can be interpreted as a type of POST channel although it is distinct from the examples in [19] and [20] .) Thus our channel models for channel rhodopsin, the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and calmodulin may all be seen as examples of Chen and Berger's UOM channel class.
APPENDIX
By definition (see (24) ) π yQ = 0 · π y = 0,
so π y ΔtQ = 0 · π y = 0,
i.e., π y is also the zero eigenvector of ΔtQ, for any Δt.
It is well known that adding I to a matrix adds 1 to each eigenvalue. Thus, π yP = π y I + ΔtQ = (0 + 1)π y = π y .
(90)
Uniqueness of π y follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem, sinceQ is irreducible, so the lemma follows from (90).
